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ABSTRACT
Because of the evolution of markets and technologies, prototyping concerns should be kept updated almost day by day.
Moreover, user centered design moves the focus towards interaction issues. Prototyping activities matching such characteristics are already available, but they are not so diffused in the industrial domain. This is due to many reasons; an
important one is that a rigorous classification of them is missing, as well as an effective helping tool for the selection of
the best activities, given the design context. The research described in this paper aims at defining a new classification of
prototyping activities, as well as at developing a selection algorithm to choose the best ones in an automatic way. These
goals are pursued by defining a set of characteristics that allow describing accurately the prototyping activities. The
resulting classification is made by five classes, based on eighteen characteristics. This classification is exploited by the
first release of an algorithm for the selection of the best activities, chosen in order to satisfy design situations described
thanks to a different set of eleven indices. Five experiences in the field have been used up to now as a starting point for
validating the research outcomes.
Keywords: Prototyping Activities; Interaction Design; Virtual Reality; Augmented Reality

1. Introduction
Current mechatronic devices show large amount of hitech components, as well as an increasing number of
functionalities. For this reason, interaction issues become
more and more important, and users should be the center
of the development process. Moreover, competition is
increasing day by day and this implies that costs and time
must be minimized. All of this drives to the need of revising the classic development processes, by considering
more than ever the central role of interaction design tools
and methods. Anyway, this is not enough; together with
this attention to usability issues, some care must be taken
about prototyping activities. Usability evaluation should
be performed more than once during the development
process, in order to validate the product interaction with
users and environment.
Prototyping methods and tools focused on usability
issues have evolved as well, mainly thanks to the virtual
reality concept. It allows modeling and testing product
functionalities at much lower costs than before; anyway,
the absence of realness remains with no doubt a big
drawback. In order to partially solve this problem, mixed
approaches have been developed. Real and virtual components are used together during prototyping activities.
The exploitation of all of this in the industrial field is
quite limited at the moment, because of costs and imCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

plementation difficulties. Moreover, industries and research laboratories are somehow confused by the huge
amount of methods and tools on the market, and the absence of a real classification to be exploited in selecting
the most suitable prototyping activities does not help.
For these reasons, the research described in this paper
has two main goals. First, it aims at generating a new
classification of prototyping activities by defining real,
measurable dimensions. Then, the development of a selection algorithm takes place. This algorithm allows selecting the best activities automatically, given the description of the scenario where the usability evaluation
will take place.
The paper runs as follows. After some background
about interaction design, virtual/augmented reality, and
existing prototyping activities, the definition of the dimensions used to classify these activities is described.
Then, all the steps up to the generation of the selection
algorithm are presented. Next paragraph deals with some
experiences in the field, used as a starting point for the
validation of the proposed approach to interaction prototyping. Some conclusions and suggestions for future
work close the paper.

2. Background
This paragraph describes the two main topics involved in
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this research: interaction design and virtual/augmented
reality. The first one refers to the application field where
the methods and tools of the second one are exploited.

2.1. Interaction Design
Interaction design—ID—focuses on the correct interpretation and implementation of the user-product dialogue
[1]. It allows generating products ready to be easily and
intuitively used by the most of the users, and accepted
since the beginning, thus avoiding soft reliability problems [2]. It is quite young as a research field, but already
full of methods and tools based on the usability concept.
As the ISO 9241 standard says, usability is “the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified
users achieve specified goals in particular environments”
[3]. Specifically, ID methods and tools focus on user
satisfaction because new definitions of product quality
are heavily based on it. The first developed tools were
collections of principles and guidelines, mainly used for
usability evaluation activities. Some examples of them
are the seven dialogic ISO principles [4], the eight Shneiderman’s golden rules [4], the ten Nielsen’s heuristics [5]
and the interaction paradigms of Dix, Finlay, Abowd and
Beale [6].
The most interesting methods couple the analysis of
the users’ needs with tools to generate design solutions
starting from them. Some examples are the interdisciplinary approach with a user-system focus [2], the user action framework [7] and the intent method [8].

2.2. Virtual/Augmented Reality
Virtual reality—VR—is a powerful tool to simulate the
presence of a product and the interaction with it in a virtual environment [9]. Many applications appeared on the
market implementing these characteristics. These applications satisfy the requirements coming from different
domains, from videogames to mobile communications
[10], to industrial and engineering design [11], up to furnishing configuration [12], etc. Directness and interactivity are the most interesting characteristics of VR. Elements inside the virtual environment can be easily customized by changing locations, orientations, colors, etc.;
moreover, in particular situations the real interaction between users and product models is allowed.
The technological innovations enhance the realness of
the interaction with virtual environments. For example,
head-mounted displays give the users a real 3D view of
the product models and environments; haptic devices as
data gloves allow advanced feedbacks [13].
Recently, some industries, especially those ones related to furnishings, clothing, etc., have been looking for
something that would avoid the inner problem of VR, the
absence of realness (unless exploiting very expensive
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

technologies). So, augmented reality—AR—has come to
the stage. AR, defined by Azuma as “the real-time combination of virtual and real elements”, allows integrating
virtual components, images, 3D models, etc., in a real
scene, generating in this way new interaction capabilities
[14]. This approach presents many advantages if compared to VR: it manages a continuous visual reference to
the real users’ context, avoiding any sensation of getting
lost; it is very intuitive and user friendly to adopt, because user’s skill and/or knowledge of CAD applications
are not required; by using it, users are allowed catching
their goals in a faster and more satisfactory way; the product models integrated in the real world can maintain full
interactivity with the users; finally, AR applications are
often very cheap, because pieces of software, libraries,
etc. can be found over the web free of charge.
Other approaches than VR and AR are used in prototyping activities focused on usability evaluation. Especially when dealing with small products, because of technological limitations, images are projected on physical
supports. The shape of these supports is similar or equal
to the final product one and thanks to them the interaction gains in realness. All of this is named mixed reality
[15]. The augmented virtuality is another approach coming from VR. It consists in virtually representing the environment where a real, physical prototype is placed and
tested [16]. It is not so diffused at the moment because of
technological costs. The augmented virtuality is usually
adopted when hazardous environments as radioactive
fields are involved, or when it is very difficult to find or
reach the environments for any reason.

2.3. Prototyping Activities
Prototyping activities considered in this research comprehend both technologies and procedures to build and exploit prototypes in the product development process. The
first example of them can be found in the computer numerical control—CNC—machines. They are the typical
equipment extensively used in industrial domains [17]. In
order to make prototyping activities more affordable,
rapid prototyping technologies appeared on the market in
the last two decades. The building approach is exactly
opposite to the CNC machine one. In rapid prototyping,
parts are generated by adding material instead of removing it. Some examples of RP technologies are stereolitography, direct metal laser sintering, laminated object
manufacturing and 3D printing [18]. The activities described up to now always generate physical prototypes.
The exploitation of virtual reality, increased together
with the power of computers, caused that physical prototypes started to be substituted with digital mock-ups,
product representations much cheaper than the other ones,
easier to generate, manage, store and retrieve, share, etc.
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[19]. Digital mock-ups allow evaluating the products
they represent from many points of view, by much more
people than before, and in a wider range of application
domains.

3. Activities
The research described in this paper is divided in two
main stages. The first one is focused on a new classification of existing prototyping activities; the second one
aims at developing a selection algorithm given specific
design contexts.

3.1. Prototyping Activity Classification
The prototyping activity classification comes through a
tree-step procedure. Existing classifications described in
literature are analyzed first; then, starting from them, a
set of characteristics is defined. Finally, this set is exploited for the generation of the new classification.
3.1.1. Analysis of Existing Classifications
The classification presented hereafter is based on a set of
dimensions that allow describing prototyping activities in
detail. These dimensions derive from the analysis of existing classifications in literature. Four approaches have
been considered. In [14], Azuma defines the AR concept
and its possible exploitation. The main topic of this definition consists in virtualizing part of the environment
where the user interacts with the product. So, in this case,
two dimensions are important: user and environment.
The environment is virtualized from the visual point of
view; the other senses as touch and hearing are ignored.
In [16], Milgram and Kishino base their classification on
the difference between virtual and real, from several
points of view. In particular, environment is the main
dimension used to classify existing prototyping activities.
In this case, the environment concept comprehends also
the user and the prototype and this could generate problems because too different entities are managed as a single one. In [20], Bruno et al. propose a description of
mixed reality to be exploited in prototyping activities.
They consider the environment as fully virtual, while the
product is real. They exploit video tracking to implement
their prototyping scenarios, but the dimensions used to
classify different types of prototyping activities are limited to environment and prototype; user and interaction
are ignored. Finally, Bordegoni et al. [21] perform a deep
analysis on the exploitation of mixed reality in prototyping, by introducing two new dimensions: kind of the
prototype and interaction. Thanks to these dimensions,
they derive a new classification framework based also on
user type. In this case, environment is not involved in the
classification.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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3.1.2. Definition of Dimensions
The analysis of existing classifications highlights that
one of the major problems is the absence of clearly defined and commonly recognized/accepted dimensions to
base the classification on. Then, starting from all the acquired knowledge from the literature, a new set of dimensions is developed here. The criteria used for their
definition are as follows.
1) Orthogonality. Dimensions must be complimentary
each other, without duplications or partial overlapping;
2) Coverage. Dimensions must be related to classic
prototyping activities, but they must deal with the several
ID and usability evaluation issues as well;
3) Clarity. Dimensions must be stated without misunderstandings, thanks to discrete, assignable values.
By applying these three criteria, the result consists in
the following four dimensions, each of them with its specific discrete values.
 Product representation—prototype. It is very important to have the prototype kind as a dimension. It can
have two values: real and abstract. The real prototype
is the physical one, which can be more or less completed in its parts. The abstract prototype is a product
model generated and managed thanks to software applications.
 Environment. This dimension represents all the items
needed to perform the interaction, except for users
and products. Even in this case, two values are allowed: real and simulated, with the same meaning as
the previous case.
 User. The user is the main entity interacting with the
prototype. User can be real or simulated. In the first
case he/she is directly involved in prototyping activities; in the second case software applications simulate
his/her presence and behavior.
 Interaction. Interaction represents the way the user is
put into relationship with the product. Interaction can
be direct or indirect. Unlike the classic definition of
direct or indirect interaction [22], in this case interaction is defined as direct if it is exactly the same as the
one expected with the final product. Indirect interaction happens when it requires actions and/or generates
feedback different from the expected/designed ones.
 Time. Time represents the phase of the design process
when prototyping activities happen. Different phases
of the design process require evaluating different aspects of the product; as a consequence, the prototyping activities may differ. In this case, the assignable
values correspond to the stages of the product development process.
3.1.3. Deriving the New Classification
Prototyping activities are classified into classes thanks to
the dimensions described in the previous paragraph. BeIIM
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 Augmented real prototyping—ARP. Product models
are placed in real scenes; environment is real and
prototypes are completely abstract. There are many
examples, like furniture set up [25], visual browsers
[26], historical reconstructions of ancient monuments
[27], and design of infrastructures and roads [28].
 Augmented virtual prototyping—AVP. Real prototypes are placed in a simulated environment. This approach is not so much widespread at the moment; it is
used for very special situations. An example could be
the flight simulators [29].
 Virtual prototyping—VP. In this case nothing is real.
Environment is simulated and prototype is abstract.
Some examples are CAD software packages for mechanical design, like AutoCAD [30] and Blender [31,
32], software packages for design [9] and prototyping
[11] processes, operative systems for cell phones and
notebooks [10].
 Mixed prototyping—MP. This last class has been
generated to manage situations where prototype and/
or environment and/or user could be real and simulated/abstract at the same time. An example of prototyping activity belonging to this class can be found in
first aid training courses. Environment is real, as well
as dummies. But, thanks to head mounted displays,
students can see possible accident effects on them
[33]. Another example of user testing during prototyping activities can be found in [15].

fore this, an ordering criterion must be defined. It is
based on the importance that dimensions have regarding
prototyping. The most important dimension is the environment, given that all the prototyping activities happen
inside it. Moreover, three out of the four analyzed studies
already consider environment as a dimension and one of
them uses it as the sole dimension, even if the concept is
intended in a wider way. The second dimension is prototype, the object coming directly from the design process.
These two dimensions allow identifying four classes, as
shown in Figure 1. User and interaction do not contribute at this main level, but they are important because they
allow going deeper in classifying prototyping activities
inside the four classes. Finally, there are some cases
where environment and/or prototype and/or user are real
and simulated/abstract at the same time, for example
when an image is superimposed to a physical mock-up.
For these situations, a fifth class is provided.
Regarding the fifth dimension, in order to avoid a
time-dependent classification that would lead to a too
complex management, a static classification has been
preferred at the moment. This classification is localized
at the end of the concept generation phase, before that
concept evaluation activities take place. This is a very
important milestone, because future manufacturing costs
heavily depend from it.
The description of the five classes is as follows. For
each of them, some examples of implementations are
highlighted; moreover, the references used in the previous paragraphs and dealing with specific methods/systems are classified as well.
 Real prototyping—RP. Environment is real as well as
prototype. No virtualization is present. This is the
classic situation. Many technologies have been already developed in order to satisfy the physical prototyping requirements, starting from CNC milling machines up to rapid prototyping approaches, like stereolitography, etc. [18,23,24].

3.2. Development of the Selection Algorithm
After the definition of the new classification, it is the
time to work about the algorithm to select the best prototyping activities for specific design contexts. Prototyping
activities are described first, by defining some characteristics. Then, prototyping situations are described as well.
In the end, all of them are put into relationship in order to
make the best selection case by case.
Prototyping

Environment --------------Prototype -------User -------Interaction -

Simulated

Real

Real

Dir.

Real

Abstract

Simulated

Indir.

Dir.

Indir.

Real

Dir.

Real

Simulated

Indir.

Dir.

Indir.

Abstract

Real

Dir.

Simulated

Indir.

Dir.

Indir.

Real

Dir.

Simulated

Indir.

Dir

RP

ARP

AVP

VP

Real
prototyping

Augmented
real
prototyping

Augmented
virtual
prototyping

Virtual
prototyping

Indir.

MP Mixed prototyping: when E and/or P and/or U are both real and simulated/abstract

Figure 1. Classification of prototyping activities.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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3.2.1. Characterizing Prototyping Activities
Five dimensions defined were enough to generate the
classification; however, prototyping activities need to be
described more accurately to allow their selection at best.
For this reason, the same analysis of literature described
in Section 2.1 is exploited here, but with a different goal.
The effort is towards the generation of a wider set of references, covering more aspects of prototyping activities.
These references are named characteristics. Regarding
the literature analysis, unfortunately the virtual component is rarely considered together with the real one. Most
of the cases are focused on methods able to classify and
select physical prototyping activities [34-37]. On the
other hand, sometimes prototyping activities containing
virtual/augmented/mixed reality are described with interesting examples, but they are not focused on prototyping [38-42]. For these reasons, the analysis has been
quite long and difficult. Anyway, by applying the precise
criterion that characteristics must be always measurable,
in the end eighteen of them have been highlighted. They
are collected in Table 1.
3.2.2. Enriching the Prototyping Activity Classes with
Characteristics
The characteristics allow describing prototyping activities in a suitable way for successive exploitation by the
selection algorithm. Five tests are proposed to three experts in ID and usability evaluation, in order to associate
these characteristics to the classes. These tests represent
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everyday prototyping situations, and the experts are
asked to give the characteristics some values, representing how well a specific class could suit for the situations
under investigation. The allowed range for values is [0,1];
higher the value, more suitable the class. In order to get a
set of data as meaningful and objective as possible, a
questionnaire made by eight multiple-choice questions is
used. This way, collected data can be analyzed consistently and numerical values can be assigned based on
averages. Every tests have been evaluated at the end of
the concept generation phase, in order to keep valid the
limitation described before.
The tests deal with the following prototyping needs.
1) Usability testing of the display and control panel of
a washing machine;
2) Testing of user friendliness and affordance of an air
purifier used in hazardous environments;
3) Usability testing focused on ergonomic issues, of a
PC keyboard;
4) Affordance evaluation of some functions of a new
PC operative system;
5) Aesthetical evaluation of watch models on the wrist
of possible customers directly by the manufacturer’s
website.
The results show that experts’ judgments agree, even if
they performed their work autonomously. First need is
solved using MP, because the prototype needs to be real
and abstract at the same time. The realness is needed to
get direct interaction; the abstraction makes prototype

Table 1. Characteristics of prototyping activities.
Characteristic

Description

Unit

Direct interaction

Presence of direct interaction with the prototype

Bool.

Physical prototype

Prototype must be real, physical

Bool.

Physical feedback

Amount of physical feedback that system gives the user

#

Visual and audio feedback

Amount of feedback that system shows to user as notes, earcon, etc.

#

Real environment

Environment where prototyping activities take place must be real

Bool.

Functions for error recognition and
recovery

Presence of systems that can recognize when error happen and performing error
recovery

#

Functions implemented

Functionalities implemented inside the prototype

#

Time required for updates

Time required to create a variation on structure or functionalities of prototype

Hour

Cost required for updates

Cost to modify the prototype

€

Cost for tooling

Cost for tooling used during prototyping

€

Cost for material

Cost for material used to build prototype

€

Cost for prototyping

Cost to manage and use prototyping facilities

€

Cost for set up

Cost for setting up the prototyping process

€

Cost for working team

Cost for human-resources

€

Human operators

Required people with special skill and knowledge

#

Prototype building time

Time for complete generation of prototype

Hour

Environment building time

Time to replicate environment where usage of prototype takes place

Hour

Dimensional and geometric accuracy

Required dimensional and geometric tolerances for evaluating prototype correctly

μm

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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modification or substitution easier, in order to gain flexibility in the design process. AVP is selected to satisfy the
second need, to perform the evaluation in a simulated,
safe environment instead of the hazardous one. The ergonomic issues of the third need are thought to be best
evaluated using RP, where stereolitography could generate the physical prototype of the keyboard. The fourth
need is managed with VP, because product under evaluation does not show any physical component. ARP is preferred in satisfying the fifth need, because it allows a fast
switching of the prototype and in the meantime the real
environment, the customer’s wrist, is exploited.
The averages of the values expressed by the three experts are collected in Table 2. The rows represent the
characteristics and the columns are the classes of prototyping activities.
3.2.3. Describing Prototyping Situations
The term prototyping situation is introduced as a way to
describe the needs that could happen in a specific moment of the product development process, from the prototyping point of view. They represent the requirements
that determine the selection of the best prototyping activities. Prototyping situations are described by mean of
indices, generic enough to be exploited in a set of application fields as wide as possible.
Some questionnaires are created to collect the information regarding typical development environments: industrial R&D departments, research labs, etc. They are

focused on collecting the most important needs during
design processes, as typical timing for prototyping, prototyping technologies used to evaluate product functionalities, etc. The results of the survey are validated and
enriched with indices derived by some more literature
[34-37,43,44]. Again, the indices are measurable, as it
happened for the characteristics. The result of this activiity is a set of eleven indices, collected in Table 3.
3.2.4. Relating Prototyping Situations to Prototyping
Activity Classes
The relationships between prototyping situations and
classes of prototyping activities are the base for the selection algorithm. We may establish this link because
both elements deal with the same aspects. In fact, situation indices are nothing else than prototyping activity
characteristics considered from the design point of view.
The first two columns of Table 4 report this correspondence.
The other columns of Table 4 report average values of
the indices related to the classes, computed thanks to
these correspondences.
3.2.5. The Selection Algorithm
Now everything is ready for developing the selection
algorithm. It is a very simple one at the moment, and this
makes its implementation in a software package quite
straightforward. The algorithm asks the designers to define the boundary of the problem to solve; they do this by

Table 2. Characteristics related to classes.
Characteristic

RP

ARP

AVP

VP

MP

Direct interaction

1

0.1

0.95

0

0.6

Physical prototype

1

0

1

0

1

Physical feedback

1

0

0.9

0

0.7

Visual and audio feedback

0

1

0.2

1

0.7

1

1

0

0

1

Functions for error recognition and recovery

Real environment

0.75

0.7

0.75

0.9

0.7

Functions implemented

0.9

0.4

0.85

0.4

0.5

Time required for updates

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.85

0.5

Cost required for updates

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.9

0.7

Cost for tooling

0.2

0.8

0.1

0.8

0.7

Cost for material

0.2

1

0.2

1

0.7

Cost for prototyping

0.3

0.9

0.4

0.95

0.9

Cost for set up

0.45

0.95

0.3

1

0.7

Cost for working team

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Human operators

0.2

0.8

0.5

1

0.8

Prototype building time

0.1

0.75

0.3

0.75

0.5

1

1

0.1

0.2

1

0.8

0.2

0.9

0.9

0.2

Environment building time
Dimensional and geometric accuracy

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 3. Prototyping situation indices.
Index

Description

Unit

Direct interaction

Need for direct user-prototype interaction

Bool.

Physical feedback

Amount of physical feedback to the user during the tests

#

Total feedback

Total amount of feedback

#

Real environment

Possible exploitation of real environment instead of simulated one

Bool.

Error recognition and recovery

Number of functions that recognize errors and are able to correct them autonomously
or with user’s help

#

Functions required

Number of functions that the prototyping activity should allow to evaluate

#

Prototype changing flexibility

Need for modifying/changing prototype at low costs and time

%

Budget

Total cost of prototyping activity

€/$

Time

Total time for prototyping activity

Day

Human operators

Available people for prototyping activity

#

Tolerances

Required geometric and dimensional tolerances

μm

Table 4. Relationships between situations and prototyping activities.
Index

Characteristics

Direct interaction

Direct interaction
Physical prototype

Physical feedback

Physical feedback

Total feedback

Physical feedback
Visual and audio feedback

RP

ARP

AVP

VP

MP

1

0.05

0.98

N/A

0.8

1

N/A

0.9

N/A

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.55

0.5

0.7

Real environment

Real environment

1

1

N/A

N/A

1

Error recognition and recovery

Functions for error recognition and recovery

0.75

0.7

0.75

0.9

0.7

Functions required

Functions implemented

0.9

0.4

0.85

0.4

0.5

Prototype changing flexibility

Time required for updates

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.88

0.6

0.27

0.77

0.24

0.79

0.64

0.55

0.88

0.2

0.48

0.75

Cost required for updates
Budget

Cost for tooling
Cost for material
Cost for prototyping
Cost for set up
Cost for working team

Time

Prototype building time
Environment building time

Human operators

Human operators

0.2

0.8

0.5

1

0.8

Tolerances

Dimensional and geometric accuracy

0.8

0.2

0.9

0.9

0.2

assigning weights representing the importance of the
indices in their prototyping situations. The index values
are collected in a vector. As before, values are in the
range [0,1]. Then, the algorithm checks against blocking
elements, the ones deriving from Boolean characteristics
and indices. If an index weight is higher than 0.75 and
the corresponding entry in Table 4 is equal to N/A, the
whole column is set to N/A. For example, if the prototyping activities are required to have advanced physical
feedback, the corresponding index weight is set to 0.9.
Given that ARP and VP classes have a N/A value in the
corresponding entries of Table 4, during the computation
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

of the best prototyping activities for this particular case,
all values of their columns are temporarily set to N/A.
Then, the index weights are multiplied by the entries
of Table 4 and the sums of the results constitute the prototyping activity ranking for the specific situation.

4. First Adoption in the Field
Some experiences in the field have been the starting
point for the validation of this research. Five prototyping
situations have been selected to represent very different
design scenarios, in order to verify if the selection of the
IIM
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right prototyping activities comes in the correct way.
These scenarios are as follows.
1) Small furniture industry. The goal is to allow possible customers testing products against existing home
furnishing. Then, real environment exploitation is a must.
Moreover, time and budget are quite limited. At the same
time, strict requirements exist regarding prototype flexibility, because product colors and details must be easily
changed on the fly.
2) Big household appliance industry. The need is
evaluating the remote control of a TV set. Time is limited,
and direct interaction is firmly required. Being at the first
design stage, flexibility and cheapness in prototype
changing is another important aspect.
3) Mechanical workshop. The need is to test the mating of two components. Direct interaction and physical
feedback are main concerns. Constraints about tolerances
in prototype accuracy are present; moreover, almost all
functions must be implemented in the prototype, because
product purpose in this case is to act as a real joining
element.
4) Cell phone industry. There is the need for testing a
new model equipped with a touch screen. Major requirements are high flexibility in prototype changing,
most of the functions implemented, feedback as complete
as possible, limited costs.
5) Aviation industry. Testing of a new model of joystick. Real environment cannot be exploited, so it must
be simulated during prototyping activities. There are not
particular budget or time limitations, but direct interaction, implemented functions and total feedbacks are very
important issues.
Table 5 reports the weights associated to the indices
for the five prototyping situations. They allow running
the software package implementing the algorithm.
Table 6 reports the results of the data elaboration.
Different prototyping activities are assigned to different prototyping situations, and all seems to happen in a
correct way. Moreover, a ranking is generated for each
situation, allowing the selection of alternative prototyping activities if the preferred ones should not be applicable for any reason.

5. Discussion
Some positive aspects of the research described up to
now can be summarized as follows.
 The prototyping activity classification appears well
defined, thanks to the characteristics allowing a clear
description of them.
 The characteristics used for the classification and the
indices associated to situations are general enough to
make the resulting selection algorithm applicable in
many different real scenarios.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Table 5. Index weights for the five prototyping scenarios.
Scenarios

Index
A

B

C

D

E

Direct interaction

0.1

0.8

0.9

0.4

0.9

Physical feedback

0.1

0.8

0.95

0.2

0.9

Total feedback

0.8

0.85 0.95

0.8

0.8

Real environment

0.95 0.85

0.9

0.1

0.1

Error recognition and recovery

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.9

0.75

Functions required

0.6

0.85 0.95 0.95

0.9

Prototype changing flexibility

0.95

0.9

0.3

0.95

0.2

Budget

0.9

0.8

0.65

0.9

0.2

Time

0.95 0.85

0.8

0.95

0.3

Human operators

0.8

0.75

0.6

0.9

0.95

Tolerances

0.1

0.4

0.95

0.5

0.85

Table 6. Results of the selection algorithm execution.
Scenarios

Rank
A

B

C

D

E

I

ARP (4.75) MP (5.65) RP (5.71) VP (4.93) AVP (4.84)

II

MP (4.69)

III

RP (3.51)

RP (5.20) MP (5.36) MP (4.90)

RP (4.80)

ARP (4.63) MP (4.39)

IV

RP (4.17)

V

AVP (3.99)

 Current release of the selection algorithm is quite
simple and its implementation in a software package
is straightforward, replicable in different development
environments.
Regarding some drawbacks, accounted for as future
work, they are as follows.
 The prototyping activity classification has been derived from literature and with the help of three experts only. For this reason it cannot be intended as
exhaustive. Many experiences in the field are still required to update/integrate the characteristic set and to
refine the numerical values.
 At the moment, designers must describe their scenarios autonomously. This could be somehow dangerous,
because they could not be aware of the implications
of their claims. Some sort of expert system should be
introduced to guide their involvement in the process.
 Looking at Table 6, some columns present values
very close to each other. This happens because all
starting values are in the range [0,1]. Maybe this needs
to be revised.

6. Conclusion
The goal of this research has been to classify modern
prototyping activities oriented to usability issues and to
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generate an automatic selection algorithm, given the peculiarities of application scenarios. Existing classifications have been considered at the beginning, and the
highlight of their best and worst aspects allowed developing a set of eighteen characteristics, used to generate
five classes of prototyping activities. Design situations
where prototyping could be exploited have been described thanks to eleven indices. These indices, mapped
with the eighteen characteristics, allow selecting the best
prototyping activities case by case. Five experiences in
the field started to prove the validity of the results. Some
aspects of the research need to be focused on. The quantifications inside tables need to be improved by thinking
about more objective and quantifiable methods, and refined by considering a wider set of experiences in the
field; moreover, a more guided survey for designers
should be developed, to help them in describing their
scenario in an effective way. Finally, a more specific
analysis is needed in order to really understand and take
into the correct consideration the influence of prototyping timing in product development process. All these
aspects need to be validated by real case studies performed in industries belonging to different domains. This
will allow a better customization of the selected set of
prototyping activities.
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